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ABSTRACT 

The relative time distribution of the photons emitted In a second order 
non-cascade process b+a+2y Is Investigated under the assumption that only 
those photon pairs are detected which were emitted a sufficiently long time 
after the preparation of the decaying state. An anticorrelatlon between the 
photons Is found and attributed to the propagation of one of the photons 
backward in time. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Исследуется относительное временное распределение двух фотонов, испущен

ных в некаскадном процессе Ь-*а+2у второго порядка при условии что только те 
фотонные пары регистрируются, которые испустились за достаточно большой ин
тервал времени после приготовления распадающегося состояния, между фотонами 
найдена антикорреляция,являющаяся следстсием того, что один из фотонов рас
пространяется в обратном направлении во времени. 

KIVONAT 

A másodrendű nem kaszkád tipusu Ь*а+2у folyamatban vizsgáljuk a fotonok 
relativ időbeli eloszlását azon feltétel mellett,, hogy csak azokat a foton
párokat regisztráljuk, amelyek a bomló állapod elkészítése után elegendően 
hosszú idS múlva keletkeztek. A fotonok között *ntikorreláci6t találtunk, ami 
annak a következménye, hogy az egyik foton az időben visszafelé terjed. 



I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Consider a three-level system /fig.l/ which interacts with the 

electromagnetic field and has a very large mass. The decay of the first 

excited state through single photon emission is forbidden by spin selec-

tion rules. Therefore, the transition to the ground state is a second order' 

process, going through the virtual excitation of the state [c? , and 

accompanied by the emission of a pair of photons. The problem which will 

be considered below is the calculation of the relative time distribution 

Q.(i,—-tj.) °f theae two photons measured in a delayed coincidence experi

ment. 

A close realization of the three-level system would be a heavy 

nucleus whose ground state and first excited state have spin-parities 0 

and 0" respectively*'. At present no such nucleus is known but search 

for them is being undertaken from time to time for several reasons [1} • 

Positronium in «S„ state and Tf meson decay also into gamma pairs but for 

them most of our approximations /nonrelativistic propagation of the decaying 

object, dlpole approximation/ are invalid. 

A lowest order calculation gives the following relative time 

distributiont 

where A and Yc are the decay rates of the corresponding levels (Ú«Ú)* 

&0*) is the step function, £,• 0'*^) i* th* moment of registration in the 

I -th detector, f{ is the distance from the detectors to the source and a 

system of units in which C*i is used. 

When the parities are the same two-photon decay ie supreseed by internal 
conversion. 
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The most peculiar feature of (4) is the absence of coincidences in 
the interval l t i~bJ<M{ • As indicated by the derivation of (1) , this 
curious "dead time" is due to the fact that the photon emitted in the first 
step propagates backward in time /along the past light cone/ while the second 
photon propagated onward in time /along the future light cone/. Therefore, 
the time difference between the hypothetical moments of emission is 
/£|-Д/-^А. which is smaller than the observed time difference /£•-&/ . 

Since the decay of the virtual intermediate state ie exponential the factor 

ß r corrects the intensity for the difference between the "apparent" 

time delay and "true" time delay /^-i*/"&%. . The origin of the 

factor 6 ^ will be explained in Section VI. 

The other characteristic property of (1) is that the width of the 

exponential tail at |£|**4»|>а1& is of the order JeT1 which is much larger 
than that expected from the following argumentation based on the naive 
application of the time-energy uncertainty relation. 

According to the perturbation approach the decay goes through vir
tual states in which is excited and a photon is present. These states 
violate energy conservation to an amount of ̂ft? where Ci) is a frequency 
which is of the same order of magnitude as the Bohr-frequencies ^W/^/^fct* 
Therefore, the "true" time delay should be limited by the inequality 
0<lli-*U-2H. <6 <0 while (1) gives, instead, tho milder condition 0< 
su _x i^/lgkZj* However, this contradiction is illusory because the energy 
uncertainty is in fact only of the order ofKfc which cannot grow up to 
j^ti) since the system is isolated /the intermediate state is not observed/. 

In connection with the derivation of the formula (l) the following 
three points have to be noted. First, (l) is only a part of a more complex 
expression the omitted terms of which are expected to be of the relative 
order (&tiY • Second, damping has been taken into account by simply adding 
appropriate imaginary parts to the energies of the excited states /i> and 
/C> . The third point is a principal one and concerns the rule« according 
to which arrival time distributions are to be calculated perturbatively in 
quantum theory. 
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s-
What we need is a modification of the so called counting rate 

formula which has been succeefully applied to the Interpretation of the 
photon counting experiments \2~\ . The necessary modification consists in 
that together with the radiation field and the detectors the source of the 
field must also be taken into consideration explicitely. The derivation of 
the modified formula in Section II. involves the tratement of successive 
measurements at different moments of time and leads automatically to the 
appearance of causal Green - functions in the final expression. 

The causal propagators are known to be different from zero every
where in the space-time, including the region which is space-like with 
reepect to the origin. Even if we assume that from the point of view of the 
propagation at macroscopic diotances only the neighborhood of the light cone 
is important /i.e. the photons muet be on their mass shell/ the causal 
Green-function allows two possibilities: the photon may propagate either 
along the future or along the past ligtb cone. The choice between these 
alternatives is determined by the sign of the frequency at which the tran
sition matrix element is peaked in the interaction representation. The 
level scheme of Flg.l. shows clearly that this sign is different for the 
transitions in which the first and the second photon is emitted end this 
is the reason why they propagate along different light cones. 

However, this conclusion cannot have unrestricted validity. If the 
event of the preparation of the decaying state is identified with a small 
neighborhood of the origin of the coordinate syetem then no photons must be 
registered outside the future light cone of the origin*'. The counting rate 
formula from which £l) has been deduced does not obey this requirement. 

We will not try to look for such a new approach to treat arrival 
time distributions which would be free of this shortcoming. Instead we 
argue that in the domain lt/5e>A of the space-time /i.e. well inside the 
future light cone of the state preparation event/ our counting rate formulr 

57 In the case of the single photon emission this problem is considered in[3/. 
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may be acceptable. In thia region the decay moment ie not a "free variable" 

since it ie "chosen" by the system itself. Therefore, «e probably have the 

right to expect that under these circumstances our problem becomes similar 

to a stationary one and such well established ingredients of the stationary 

perturbation theory as the causal propagators have completely legitimate 

appearance in the answer. If this is indeed the case then asymptotically, 

f or ̂ — * o ° v the relative time distribution (Í) is a valid consequence of 

the quantum electrodynamics. 

II. THE COUNTING RATE FORMULA 

At t c O the decaying object is somehow prepared in the state /£> , 

the field is in its vacuum state /ОД> and the two detectors are in their 
ground states !$i> and /f»? respectively. The state of the total eyetew will 
be denoted by jb> . At t*0 it is given by the product /Ы> * /*k&/yt>ff*>!*>-

Assume that at some moment tubi">0 the state of the first 
detector is measured and the detector is found in on« of its excited 
states /äf> . Then at f> the reduction /6> -»M>/^r«k of the 
state It? takes place, where 

A/,. r_<*,№Ms><dAtslb> 

and the summation extends over the etatee of the source, the field and the 
second detector.Ж is the total Hamiltonien in the Schrödinger picture. 
We Resume that at r«£f the first detector decouples from the field, i.e. 
at i>tt ЯГду • О l*Kj4- i e *h* interaction Hamiltonian between the 
J -th detector and the field/. This assumption reflects the weakness of the 
detector-field interaction. Therefore, at t>4ti the state of the system 
evolves according to the following expressions 

iv.e-'^'W-e'*'«-^», 
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where 

and £# is the excitation energy of the first detector: 

In <^вд * n e eubscrlpt indicates that only the eecond detector is 
in operation. 

Suppose now that at tst\>"ti the second detector is found in one of 
its excited states Шъ> of energy E^tu . At this moment the state /"Pi? 
reduces according to tho formula 

Ab> - t f " ^ Л ^ -*«-*"*"***>*>**' 
where . J - i&£L&*rb), л ^ 

/x -fr 
At£«£t. the second detector decouples from the field also and at £>ti. 
the system will be in the following state 1 

/4> -в" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ " ' * * 8 5 * ^ 
where 

эк£ ~х*-&£+*£+*и +*&>• 
1A\ p&fiidf) denote the probability that the second detector operated at 
some moment before t\ provided the first detector had been excited to the 
state before jij / "ti> fa I. It is quite natural to assume that 
рОъ/еЖ) is given by the formula 

Г <f*JL 
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The number the efficiency of the J -th detector in the 
excited state ldj> . 

h(l contains the ket 1Ц^ which can be taken from £2) . Then we 
may write 

The probab-lity fttiidi) of the excitation of the first detector into 
before Г« is equal to Л^ .• p(éfCÍtjf« A/f . Then the /unconditional/ probabili
ty that the second detector operated before Zg. and the first operated 
before Tf can be expressed as 

pa,,**) - z i ра*/*^)-ръот 

The counting rate TO" can be obtained from J2 by derivation with respect 
to time: 

In (4) 

ie the Schrödinger-etate of the system at t-tiyt'f * Let us introduce the 
/Intermediate/ interaction picture J in which the evolution of the etate 
is governed by the detector-field interaction» 

where 

«*£ * «вмй *"^< +&£+. *&£ . 
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Therefore -,*/*,, - iJ*£ <&Щ MA ̂  . 

where the operators in the interaction picture J are given by the 
formulae ^ .MJSJ/ ,.x*i 

Using ((6) and (J) f we hav« from Qft ^ 

Since iZQ^tytf/^pl-O, we can write 

Fror, here 

since Z.l4j>Kfsl is the unit operator in the Hilbert-space in which the 
unitary operator <2 ~ W *• acts. Hence-^ 

To the lowest order we have to select from the product of the two 7"-
exponente those terms which contain both &C{Jf and «fáb^ once: 

T(e- 'H«*?). nér'fo»*)-



a 

L. . T** О 

-h t-o u/<* 'fdt *Jtá*9xL&9)+-J —** 
О о ^ 

ét о 

о о 

The first term in this sum can be rewritten as 

If we substitute this expression into (B) and in the third term of (в) 
interchange the integration variables i tér then only the first term of £9) 

survives. Interchanging again the integration variables we obtain the 

formula +f ^ 

Г 4ty P ° • (4o) 
' <WiiHTf^«03$J*V)lt-o>l*' 

valid for both 'ti>b1 and t^>tx • 
In order to treat the field-source interaction «6js perturbatively 

one has to go over to the second interaction picture I in which the time 



* 
dependence of the operatőre ie governed by the free Hamiltonian *X^ * 
= e^f-/%V^£* • Since the state of the field and the source are not Measured 
at finite moments of time as was the case with the detector states the 
transition to the interaction picture X i e straightforward. The result 1st 

.f 
r 4+?< t* о j (Ю 

with 

(41) ист- е е ь Í -
Л со 

In the derivation of (11) we have used the relation 

and 

It is intuitively clear that when the field is emitted by a source 
which is very far from the detectors the matrix element in (11) may be 
written as 

<ctt4fs/TC#£«WJL&V)UC~,oj/&~o>t 

Then (11) c a n Ъ в rewritten in the following way» 

tt;+f,- ° о о о С*8) 

where 

ff - Trs [1Х~,о)£и(о,~!>3 

is the density matrix of the field impinging upon the detectors* The traces 
are with respect to the field and source respectively« 7* denotes 
entichronologicel product and Pj, is the initial state /at t*0 I "»f the 
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field-source system. 
In the treatment of the photon counting experimente the counting 

rate formula is always used in the form /13) , but for our purposes the 
original form (11) is the appropriate one. We gave here a slightly more 
detailed derivation as usual in order to point out that some steps in the 
argumentation do not completely correspond to the situation in an experiment 
in which arrival time is measured. Instead of a measurement of the detector 
state advocated in the derivation of (11) an amplification process takes 
actually place and it is by no means obvious that the 1 tter can indeed 
be considered as a quantum mechanical measurement £2} • It seems that in 
quantum theory there is no clear-cut prescription fur the calculation of 
such important meaeurable quantities as arrival time distributions f4j . 

III. THE TWO-ГНОТОН DECAY 

We apply now the counting rate formula /11) to the calculation of 
the time distribution of photons in a two-photon decay. Actually we will 
consider zero spin photons described by the scalar field (P which in 
dipole approximation interacts with the J-th detector and the eource via 
the Hamiltonians 7}ф • Qj^Cij) and 3$*(&**f%&') i" the Schrödinger 
picture. Here iy(£j) iß the position of the detector /eource/ and Cfy (<$£) 
is an operator which contains the dynamical variables of the j -th detector 

/eource/ only. An interaction, containing canonical momentum instead of the 

variable </> would resemble more closely the electromagnetic interaction 

which in dipole approximation involves the electric field. However the uee 

of ifi provides some calculational simplifications. 

There is one more difference as compared to the electromagnetic 

interaction. The latter contains an interaction term quadratic in A which 

might induce two-photon decay from /0> directly to /H>, abandoning the 

intermediate state \C}. But when one of the states /&}//6? ie of normal, 

the other is of non-normal spin-parity then the quadratic interaction cannot 

connect them directly. 
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Substituting the second order term of (12) into /11) we obtain 

° ° ° ° (44) 

In this formula 

C'6) 

where (f(t)£) ie the field operator in the interaction picture I . 
The matrix element in £14) can be written as the product of three 

terms: 

The term Xs refers to the detectors: 

The factor О is connected with the source. In order to exclude one-photon 
decay we assume that < / / u f / O s ö . The nonzero matrix elements of Q, 

are, therefore, 

Then 

* 4 M \e(rrvoe *" * + ̂ -г,)в / 
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Here 

In order to handle the damping of /iy> and /C^ we include into cm 

and <^ appropriate imaginary parte -£j[b and -J^c respectively. 
Therefore 

where 4 ) ^ o£».4£4 a r e positive real Bohr-frequenclee and fc}*ti'b>Q' 
The third term ht is given by the expression 

The vacuum-expectation value then can be denoted by 
If we substitute (15) and (16) into (lA) the following formula ie 

obtained: ^, 

Q О ° 
mm e"» >• 

fa* fa fab > fa-Mfé-

Star denotes complex conjugation. О is the same function as S the 
variables %f Т± being replaced by Tt, 2*, . Similarly, <*£ is obtained 

from /£ , replacing the variables é/é ft)tT^ by ^"'/£y if/̂ i. 

Finally, the function is defined as 

vet) - yfú*vv>e , 
where 

<?M» ZL #fc -«к ладо / ^ / * « 0 
ie the spectral efficiency of the detectors. 

In writing down (18) we have replaced the sumZL^.^ by the term 
f£ fa , The reason is that to lowest order in ЗРел the field will 
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be found in the vacuum state after the detection of two photons. 

IV. EXTRACTION OP THE LEADING CONTRIBUTION 

The probability distribution is expressed in (18) is an sight-fold 
integral. In the language of Feynmen-diagrams it corresponds to the contri
bution of a fourth-order tree graph. Nevertheless, the integrations cannot 
be trivially eliminated since they are to be taken between finite limits in 
the configuration space. In order to obtain sensible results the phase 

will be considered as a large parameter and we will try to isolate 
the leading contribution to the integral when this parameter goes to 
infinity. 

Using Wick-theorem, the vacuum expectation value /j can be 
expressed through the causal propagator 

of the maselese scalar field as 

/we have omitted the term P&~t tttm4%)&fct'JtijS-) which corresponds to a 
vacuum process/. 

The Í*-integral in (18) can be expressed, using (17) and (22j , 
in the form 

where A/»/iJ- — íj/ and 

1 о 
After introducing the new variables ííaf^-C* t lAaí^ *• obtain for Д 
the expression 

с * о« 

о о 

-fötbU ~iQ*tr 
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Hext, we follow Pierz [5j in writting D ae a sum 

where 

Ti* - Í - ' ^ " AV -г-*** 
is the positive frequence part of the retarded propagator 
while 

flf* 
is the negative frequency part of the advenced propagator E^-Jj 
Then we have in an obvious notation: 

A * A«.* A** + At* + A** - СХГ) 

These integrals contain quickly oscillating factors £ t 

£ which tend to diminish them and poles in the immediate vicinity 
of the integration contour which try to make them large. In order to 
separate these effects the integration contour will be rotated in a way to 
make the oscillating factors exponentially decreasing. After this rotation 
all the integrals, contributing to Д , will have exponentially decreasing 
factors in their integrands. But in addition there will be also a contribu
tion Ap from the poles which had to be crossed in the process of rota
tion. This latter contribution will be considered as the leading part of 
and only its effect will be investigated here. 

Before performing thin program we have to discuss a problem 
connected with the expression (18) . The decaying state is prepared at the 
moment b~Q , therefore, the function f>C6ttti) must be zero for 
times Tj< Aj . This means that the integrals (19) can be replaced by 

and lat er on we will make use of this possibility. It is unlikely, however, 
that the right hand side of {18) indeed vanishes when ty*Rj» This is 
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because as we have seen in (22) the integrand contains causal propagators 
which, contrary to the retarded one, do not disappear outBide the light 
cone. Por times ti~^Rj % i.e. in almost stationary circumstances the 
appearance of the caueal propagators does not lead to any conflict with 
causality. The reason is that the moment of the decay cannot be considered 
as a rea1 event on the world line of the decaying particle since it is not 
Initiated by a claeeical macroscopic agent external to the system. Therefore 
the acausal traveling of the effect of the decay cannot result in a faster 
than light propagation of any information. On the contrary, the moment of 
preparation of the decaying state is a completely real event and must not 
have any consequence outside its future light cone [3J . The failure of (1$ 
to obey this requirement is a manifestation of the well known conflict 
between the space-time concepts, underlying quantum mechanics and relativi
ty theory [6,7J . 

This consideration shows that our treatment cannot be considered 
as a proper one for times t.^Ky . The redefinition of the limits of 
integration through (26) is only a symptomatic treatment rather than a true 
solution. An expression for pitifo) valid for all times should have to 
contain retarded Green- functions, going over smoothly to causal propagatore 
with increasing time Tj . 

Let us turn now back to the pole part of Л and consider first the 
term A-ra. * 

/U - /<w* £&'- *-r;*t) A (*- r,**)e e 

The contour of the M-integration has to be rotated into the negative 

imaginary axis. The pole at 

tLt*fé
f-r)-*t-* 

contributes i f lf<'t — Ri /remember that é>£f /, Then 
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where /If* ill. / 3 - н*ы 
л~т-£чк№ !%ra4^mtcé^rcci > 

Consider /туч. . Again, the integration contour hae to be rotated into the 
negative imaginary axis. The poles are at 

but neither of them contributes. Therefore / X •= 
. <*• — --*?еЧ* 

Consider now the term Hfn the integration contour of which has to be 
deformed into the contour С shown on Pig.2. The pole is at i£ and 

it gives a contribution when 

0<Cé*+/?v) <Céf-R<) 

which we write as 

Therefore, 

where 

. . -iO^C-i'-*,) +1*Л&**г> , 
4,»- гтУ-Ма'^-с^С-мГе * & at) 

ie the contribution of the pole« The other terms in (25) can be treated 
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similarly. It turns out that they do not give rise to pole contributions. 
Therefore, the pole part of f\ is given by (27) • 

In the subsequent discussions only the pole part /{л will be rete-
ined. At first eight the omission of the transformed integrals seems absolu
tely permissible especially if one imagines them expanded in terms of the 
powers of U)~ where CO is, as before, the common order of magnitude of 
the Bohr-frequencies &)<*,&)**,£&?«*' • However, in (18) Д has to be 
integrated over -b and é which requires unifqrJTexpansion in these parameters 

This claim actually prohibits the expansion in CO and the transformed 

integrals must be substituted into (18) as integral exponents £8J . It is 

clear, therefore, that the effect of the omitted terms needs closer investi

gation. 

Returning now to (23) we have 

where 

А/#'*„*Ю - 4f ft*,, ?>V 

Substituting this expression into £18) , we obtain for the probability 
distribution О the formula 

1 "f*1 

where 

and, as usual, J\ * can be obtained from n* , replacing t/é by 11* 
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V. THE CHOICE OP <?(&) AND THE DERIVATION OP THE COUNTING RATE vT 

In order to obtain the "true" arrival time distribution the 

efficiency 6 Y ^ must behave as a delta-function. The spectral efficiency 

(T̂ u)) muet then be constant over the whole interval -*°Ccü< &° . This 

is, however, a completely unphysical requirement eince, according to £20) , 

for (ОК.0 Ъ(<*>) cannot be different from zero. In spite of this fact, in the 
theoretical analysis of the photon counting experiments mostly ideal 
detectors with 0~Cé~) S0"tbCé) are employed. This assumption simplifies 
the calculations and is in fact an absolutely permissible idealization 
whenever the radiation field is of mainly positive frequency. In our case, 
however, this last condition is not fulfilled since, as it ie seen from (27) 
A s constains factore of both positive and negative frequency. 

We are, therefore, forced to assume that the detectors are optimal 
rather than ideal i.e. they are characterized by a spectral efficiency 
&((S)T*y~$(w) instead of G~(o) =5= . The negative frequency factore of the 
form С in (27) can, therefore, contribute to the counting rate only 
due to the imaginary part of £- which mixes positive frequency components 

•nVfc 
to £ 

Consider now the term T in (28) : 

where 

y.l'-Л, ГЛ'-Ъ, 
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and 

Introducing the spectral efficiency С into ^29) we obtain 

T*-( #Jr4 _ 
4* «k 

-e с е е 

The lower limit of the CO -integration can be extended to minus infinity 
to the same accuracy ae the omission of the transformed Integrals from A • 
In other words, we assume that the detector, operating under the influenoe 
of the positive frequency factor of /4> , can be considered as ideal. Then > positive frequency factor of A* , can be o< 

T4 

•ее e Мж'-r^tjef*'-*'-**^, 
where „ 

Since our aim is to obtain the counting rate AT defined in (5) we need time 
derivatives of T* * /• / 

2£ .Ke*w*e-*t fir fir fa'. 
H l 4i ' " (30) 

Assume first that /J-iff^/f. • Then the Ь-functions can be omitted and 
we obtain 
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1 »cl 

For Л^^—>**• the integral with the cosine goee to zero as Ai#/0 end, 
moreover, it contains rapidly oscillating fad 
to zero by a macroscopic detector. Therefore, 
moreover, it contains rapidly oscillating factors € averaged 

111 JS-^fcr^wM Г/^'^+И 
dir, " *Ъ€ £ L 

and 

which is obtained under the assumption fy > £ f-£K* . When f£>L—2#t. 

the ß -function can be omitted from (30) again provided the upper integra

tion limits are replaced by fj—jL^i, . But then the whol« expression will 

be independent of е± and will not survive derivation with respect to it. 
Hence, 

The other terms in /28) can be treated in an analogous manner. 
Specifically, the terms / . 7"̂  turn out to be zero due to conflicting 
$ -functions. We can write, therefore 
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VI. THE RELATIVE TIME DISTRIBUTION 

Assume that ^-1 ~ "л- ~f\ and introduce the variablee 

where the relative time distribution tiCt") ig given by the formula 

the properties of which have already been discussed in Section I. Since 
0(T) comes entirely from the Ar*, part of Л the natural interpretation 
of absence of coincidences in \V\<iK is indeed that the photon emitted 
in the o~*C transition propagates backward while the other photon emitted 
in the C—+ a transition travels onward in time. The time requence of 
the photon emission is in the same order since the decaying object, being 
nonrelativistic, cannot propagate backward in time. As it has been 
repeatedly stressed our considerations can be valid only for t and T , 

satisfying the conditions £^>l / T«t~ . Under these circumstances 
photons, propagating backward in time, cannot transfer any information on 
the preparation of the decaying state which is the only real event on the 
world line of the decaying object /see Section IV/. Therefore, in this 
limit no contradiction with relativity our causality can arise. 

The quantity pit-^ti) for ^uti—*e>° gives the probability "P 

that both counters operated. The dependence of P on К can be found from 
(28̂ ) and the multiple integrals of the type (2Э) . One finde easily that 
P # ) is proportional to H'tg'ty* . The factor £~ ***fite well 
into the picture of the decay process discussed above. The requirement that 
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no counts occur outeide the future lis;ht cone of the point é^fi^Q has been 
explicitely built into^># f /^jJ /see Section IV/. Therefore, the first 
photon, propagating backward in time, cannot be emitted earlier than at the 
moment &=JZR. if it ie to be registered. Hence, "P muet be proportional 
to the nondecay probability С " of /У> at "t-2%. . On the other 
hand, the deviation of P(K) from the pure RT dependence shows once 
again that our considerations may be applicable at best under almost 
stationary circumstances, i.e. well inside the light cone of the decaying 
state preparation . This does not exclude, however, that /\ can be a 
macroscopic distance. 

Evidently this interpretation makes it clear why photon pairs 
cannot give coincidences at /Tf^ Zr{ . Even if they were emitted at the 
same moment one of them would be registered % , seconds ter then the 
other. However, according to a well known theorem of Pierz Г51 an event in 
which the energy of an atom is decreased due to emission of a photon can be 
connected via a causal Green-function only with an event that follows in 
time the former one and vhie etelement seems to contradict our interpreta
tion. 

In his argumentation Pierz considers two finite space-time domains 
YK and Vy . In a Keynman-diagram the currents in Vx and Vy are 
correlated with each other through the integral 

J>x Jd^ JMUfr-pj'ry), (31) 
where О ie the causal Green-function. Here LA) andjL/yJ are matrix 
elements of the current in the interaction picture. Assuming transition 
between definite discrete states, J и is proportional to с where 
the sign of (Ő is negative /positive/ when the energy of the current system 
increases /decreases/. 

'Under truly stationary circumstances, when the experimental set-up does 
not permit to fix the moment of the decaying state preparation, the factor 

€tp(-2*%A) would probably be abeimt from 77/0» 
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1лt ua aoeume, following Fierz, that in V£ an emission process 

takes place. Then forjLÄtf the frequency й) is mainly positive. It contains 
a small negative admixture only because \£ is limited in the time direction. 
This situation is well represented by the expression 

with d» О , 
Then the Д> -integral within (31) can be written, using (24) , in 

the form ^^ 

The quadratic terms in the exponents do not permit us to close the 
contours in /or to rotate them into/ the lower half plane* We prefer, 
therefore, to replace (52) by the expression 

jt(*)- 6téb)frcue * т 
Then A ír 

We now rotate the contours into the negative imaginary axis and retain the 

pole contribution only. It comes from the first term when "b„>hj-£.f • 

Therefore, 

Denote by l£ the space part of Vu • In I'M the expression Q3) is nonzero 

only for those values of *£y which are around /y -£/ within an interval T . 

Hence Fierz comes to the conclusion that Vy is subsequent to Vr within 

an accuracy X • 
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A comparison of this argumentation with the considerations of the 
present paper suggests that there can be no contradiction between them since 
our discussion is in fact an adaptation of the argumentation of Pierz to the 
problem of two-photon decay not diecusBed in £5j . In this latter case there 
is no one to one correspondence any longer between the sign of the /central/ 
frequency and the emitting or absorbing character of the process. The 
spectrum of the photon emitted in the first step is peaked at a negative 
frequency and it is this moment which makes the first photon to nropngate 
along the past light cone, according to the pole of $~ . However, the 
spectrum has some tail in the positive frequency region also where the real 
detectors are sensitive. The spectrum of the second photon lies almost 
exclusively in the positive frequency region though it is peaked also out
side the interval (О^^щ) where the measured spectrum is different from 
zero. In this case the consideration of Pierz is applicable and the second 
photon propagates in positive direction in time. 

We note finally that from pCt<i,^\) the correct energy spectrum 

can be obtained if we go to the limit .̂- -*•* and chose the spectral 
efficiency m/ЬЛ of the j-th detector proportional to cúKfo-túj) fOj*o) 

Thie choice of the epectral efficiency is, of course, not specific to the 
two-photon decay. Its correctness can be verified, for example, applying 
the counting rate formula to the calculation of the energy spectrum in a 
single-photon decay. 
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